Numeracy-that is, how facile people are with mathematical concepts and their applications-is gaining importance in medical decision making and risk communication. This article proposes six critical functions of health numeracy. These functions are integrated into a theoretical framework on health numeracy that has implications for risk communication and medical decision-making processes. The authors examine practical underpinnings for targeted interventions aimed at improving such processes as a function of health numeracy. They hope that the proposed functions and theoretical framework will spur more research to determine how an understanding of health numeracy can lead to more effective communication and decision outcomes.
Numbers pervade daily life and are a prominent source of information in the health arena. Quantitative information is often given and used by the public and patients about outcomes of preventive behaviors (e.g., how much will I decrease my risk of heart disease if I exercise and diet?), the risks and benefits of taking medications or undergoing medical procedures (e.g., chance of recovery, side effects), and disease risks (e.g., what is my chance of getting cancer?). It is assumed that such numerical information is understood and, when used "correctly," leads to better informed medical decisions and health behaviors. However, within the last decade these assumptions have been questioned (Dehaene, 1997; Reyna & Brainerd, 2008) . As a result, numeracy, which we equate with quantitative literacy (Institute of Medicine, 2004; Kirsch, 2001) , is receiving greater scrutiny in medicine and public health, especially in the areas of risk communication and medical decision making.
Unlike theoretical advances in health literacy (Baker, 2006; Institute of Medicine, 2004; Nutbeam, 2000 Nutbeam, , 2008 , there are no overarching and developed theoretical frameworks that can guide research and interventions on health numeracy. A main aim of this article is to put forth an "information-processing" theoretical framework on health numeracy based on six proposed critical functions of health numeracy and to provide practical suggestions and future research directions based on this framework. In this article, we will not review developmental correlates of numeracy or how the educational system imparts mathematical skills, either in general or among those with developmental or neurological impairments (but see Reyna & Brainerd, 1993 , 2007 . We refer the reader to a review article by Nelson and colleagues for definitions and measurement of numeracy and progress in the field (Nelson, Reyna, Fagerlin, Lipkus, & Peters, 2008) .
Before we begin describing the six proposed functions of numeracy and our theoretical framework integrating these functions, we make clear a few of our assumptions. First, we conceptualize numeracy as a continuous individual-difference variable that ranges from very low to very high. Second, we envision health numeracy to be an application of general numeracy in the health context; as such, health numeracy is heavily dependent on fundamental levels of numeracy. Also, we believe that many skill sets involved with health numeracy necessitate some minimal (health) literacy, such as the ability to extract, process, and communicate numerical information in oral and written form in medical, social, and other contexts.
FUNCTIONS OF NUMERACY
Numeracy is deemed important because it can influence how and what information is processed and understood in decisions (Ancker & Kaufman, 2007; Golbeck, Ahlers-Schmidt, Paschal, & Dismuke, 2005a; Nelson et al., 2008; Peters, Hibbard, Slovic, & Dieckmann, 2007) . Research and theorizing in health numeracy supports six separable functions in health decisions. Below we discuss these functions, with accompanying empirical data to support the functions, when available, as identified from annotated bibliographies (Golbeck, Ahlers-Schmidt, Paschal, & Dismuke, 2005b) , references in journal articles, use of databases such as Medline and Psychinfo, and contacts with individuals doing research on numeracy. These functions are not meant to be mutually exclusive; many are interrelated (e.g., comprehension of and computation with numbers will influence interpretation of number meaning).
Numeracy Facilitates Computation
This function refers to skills needed to perform mathematical operations, including knowing how and what information to seek and extract to perform these operations (Ancker & Kaufman, 2007) , as well as knowing when a mathematical computation is needed. This can range from (a) doing simple counts; (b) recognizing which of two or more numbers is of greater magnitude or equivalence; and (c) doing addition, subtraction, and multiplication; to solving more complex problems integrating several mathematical processes (e.g., calculus, statistical inferences, performing a trade-off of risks and benefits to make a medical decision).
Many existing numeracy measures capture computational skills (Lipkus, Samsa, & Rimer, 2001; L. Schwartz, Woloshin, Black, & Welch, 1997) . For example, based on an 11-item scale by Lipkus and colleagues, 32% of a mostly college-educated sample of adults answered all 11 questions correctly (Lipkus et al., 2001) . In general, more errors are made on questions that involve multiplication or conversions from one metric to another (e.g., converting frequencies to percentages). Furthermore, performance is poorer among women, the less educated, those of lower socioeconomic standing, the elderly, and non-White participants (Peters, 2008; Reyna & Brainerd, 2007) . Perhaps surprisingly, poor performance is relatively common even among health care professionals in practice or in training (e.g., nurses, medical students, physicians; Cartwright, 1996; Sheridan & Pignone, 2002) .
A few studies have explored how numeracy is related to computing the efficacy of treatments or medical procedures. L. Schwartz and colleagues gave women data on the efficacy of mammography in one of four different numerical formats and requested that they calculate absolute and relative benefits. The less numerate erred more in these calculations compared to the more numerate (L. Schwartz et al., 1997) . Sheridan and colleagues (Sheridan, Pignone, & Lewis, 2003) explored how differences in presentation of treatment risks and benefits affected the ability to select the best treatment and compute the degree of benefit. Men and women aged 50 to 80 were presented with information about treatment efficacy in one of four formats: numbers needed to treat, absolute risk reduction, relative risk reduction, or a combination of the three formats. Those with poorer numeracy were less likely to identify the most effective treatment and were less able to accurately compute the degree of benefit.
Numeracy Encourages More Information Seeking and Greater Depth of Processing
This second function of numeracy involves the motivation to attend to and seek numerical health information. We believe this dimension is separate from motivation to seek out and attend to health information more generally (Hibbard, Peters, Dixon, & Tusler, 2007) . When people are presented with numerical information, some review it in a cursory manner, if at all, whereas others process it in depth (e.g., make sure numbers are accurate, make comparisons between numbers, integrate two or more pieces of information, perform mathematical operations, etc.). When no numerical data are given, some individuals will actively seek this information. To the best of our knowledge, no study has examined how numeracy influences this function in the health domain, although recent research has shown that the highly numerate integrate the perceived attractiveness of risky and riskless options in traditional framing choices more often than the less numerate; the less numerate respond more superficially instead to the frame of the information provided (Peters & Levin, 2008) . Consistent with dual-process models of attitude change (e.g., elaboration likelihood model; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) , greater seeking and scrutiny of numerical data can increase the data's persuasiveness and hence their effects on decisions and/or behaviors, should the data be judged credible and accurate and deemed personally relevant.
Numeracy Improves Interpretation of the Meaning of Provided Numbers
This function refers to the ability to make sense of numerical information to reach a decision or solution. Oftentimes the decision or solution will match either the intended meaning of the data and/or some mathematical operation. Within the risk communication literature, the above is often indexed by personal estimates of risk that match some external criterion and derive conclusions that follow logically from this criterion. An example is a woman providing a subjective estimate of her breast cancer risk that, after feedback, matches some "objective" estimated risk derived from existing algorithms (i.e., if told the risk is 3%, does she state 3%?). In the medical decision-making literature, the above would be indexed by making a decision that maximizes expected or subjective utility. An example is making a choice between two or more options, such as treatments for prostate cancer, and selecting the option that is most likely to maximize expected utilities. More recently in the decision literature, this meaning is indexed by estimates of good or bad feelings about the numbers or number comparisons (Bateman, Dent, Peters, Slovic, & Starmer, 2007) .
Numeracy has been shown to affect processes related to subjective interpretation and reported accuracy of provided numbers. In general, the less numerate provide subjective risk estimates that exceed those provided by an "objective" criterion, at least for breast and colorectal cancer (Black, Nease, & Tosteson, 1995; Weinstein et al., 2004) . In choice decisions, the less numerate are more likely to select options that do not maximize expected utility. Whereas the highly numerate appear to derive affective meaning from the given numbers and make decisions from this meaning, the less numerate rely less on specified probabilities and other sources of numerical information 
Numeracy Facilitates Assessments of Likelihood and Value
Numeracy can affect the reliability and validity of self-report quantitative measures, and thus the meaning and utility of such measures. Often the public and/or patients are asked to answer probabilistic questions (e.g., what is your chance of getting breast cancer on a scale from 0% to 100%?). The less numerate may have difficulties not only in understanding the question, but also, and just as importantly, in making use of response options or providing a numerical estimate as part of an open-ended question. If so, it is questionable whether responses can be interpreted as meaningful.
Several findings support this function. For example, less numerate individuals are more likely to select a response of 50% or 50/50 when responding on probability scales. Such responses have ambiguous meaning (Bruine de Bruin, Fischhoff, Millstein, & Halpern-Felsher, 2000) . Numeracy also influences the values (i.e., utilities) assigned to health states using standard gambles and time trade-off (S. R. Schwartz, McDowell, & Yueh, 2004; Woloshin, Schwartz, Moncur, Gabriel, & Tosteson 2001) . The validity of the assessment is poorer among the less numerate, and the less numerate have a more difficult time completing and responding to person trade-off elicitations (Zikmund-Fisher, Smith, Ubel, & Fagerlin, 2007) . Lastly, numeracy is related to the consistency with which individuals provide mathematically equivalent numerical responses on different risk perception scales. Schapira and colleagues (Schapira, Davids, McAuliffe, & Nattinger, 2004) assessed 5-year and lifetime perceived risks of getting breast cancer among 254 women in a frequency format (___ out of 100) as well as in a percentage format (0% to 100%). Those who were more numerate were more likely to provide identical (i.e., mathematically equivalent) answers on both scales.
Numeracy Can Increase or Decrease Acceptance of Numerical Data
This function involves whether the recipient accepts as valid the processes contributing to the production of quantitative information and/or the conclusions reached from it. This dimension is similar to what has been defined as "critical literacy" (Nutbeam, 2000) ; it concerns the ability of individuals to evaluate and critically think about numerical data and make decisions about their use. As such, this function incorporates and builds on the functions of computation and interpretation described earlier. Individuals may perfectly comprehend numerical data yet discount the credibility of the source and how the information and its form (e.g., percentages, frequencies) was obtained or used to derive a conclusion. For example, women may not agree with their personal numerical estimates of breast cancer risk using an epidemiological algorithm because they feel the estimate is based on an incomplete set of risk factors. Numerical estimates provided from sources other than those perceived as credible (e.g., physicians) may be viewed as suspect.
Individuals may form metacognitions (thoughts about one's thoughts) about their abilities to evaluate and critically think about numerical data to reach conclusions (Petty, Brinol, Tormala, & Wegener, 2007) . Beliefs held with confidence are more likely to affect judgment than beliefs held with less confidence. We hypothesize that the less numerate will have less confident beliefs about numerical data so that their acceptance of numerically based conclusions may be influenced significantly by the extent to which the source of the information is trusted. In relation to the above, a study by Gurmankin and colleagues revealed that numeracy is related to trust in numerical data. Participants recruited through the Web responded to vignettes that manipulated how a physician communicated medical information concerning prostate cancer. Participants who were less numerate evaluated the numerical data provided by their doctor as less trustworthy than patients who were more numerate (Gurmankin, Baron, & Armstrong, 2004) .
Consistent with our hypothesis of the less numerate trusting numerical data less, Peters and colleagues found that the less numerate also appeared to use numerical data less and be influenced more by competing, less relevant, affective considerations; the highly numerate drew more precise affective meaning from numbers and numerical comparisons that appeared to guide their decisions instead . In one study, subjects were offered a prize if they drew a colored jelly bean from their choice of one of two bowls. The first, Bowl A, contained 9 colored and 91 white beans; Bowl B contained 1 colored and 9 white beans, so the odds of success were objectively better in Bowl B. Nevertheless, participants low in numeracy often chose Bowl A (33% of low numerate and 5% of high numerate chose from Bowl A) because "it looked more inviting." Participants were asked about their feelings on the 9% chance of winning in Bowl A on a scale ranging from very bad to very good; they were also asked to report how clear those feelings were. Compared to the less numerate, high numerate participants reported feelings toward the objectively lower 9% chance that were clearer and more negative than those of the less numerate. This secondary affect (likely produced through a comparison of the objective probabilities in the two bowls) appeared to drive choices of the highly numerate. Although Peters and colleagues interpreted these findings as being because of inability on the part of the less numerate to draw meaning from numerical comparisons (in line with the third function, interpretation), it is possible that they simply did not accept the probabilities provided vis-à-vis the other information about the number of winning beans .
Higher numeracy, however, may result in normatively appropriate questioning of the validity of numerical information (i.e., "critical literacy"). For example, conclusions reached by even credible sources may be viewed as flawed or weak because of statistical arguments (e.g., sample size too small, correct analysis or computation not performed; Dieckmann, Slovic, & Peters, in press ). Obrecht, Chapman, and Gelman (2009), for example, found that less numerate subjects tended to ignore sample size information more often than highly numerate subjects did.
Numeracy Promotes Behavioral Change
This function suggests that numeracy may affect the motivation to take action and engage in behaviors based on quantitative information. Numeracy may either increase or decrease the likelihood of action perhaps through one or more of the functional values discussed (e.g., information seeking, computation, interpretation of meaning, etc.). There is very limited information as to whether and how numeracy influences behavioral change. Estrada and colleagues found that less numerate patients engaged in poorer selfmanagement of anticoagulation practices (i.e., use of Warfarin) compared to more numerate patients (Estrada, Martin-Hryniewicz, Peek, Collins, & Byrd, 2004) . Similar findings have been reported in the self-management of diabetes (Cavanaugh et al., 2008) .
HEALTH NUMERACY: A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe a conceptual framework based in dual-process theory for the role of numeracy in health decisions that bridges several functions of numeracy, while pointing to factors that may influence these functions. Our framework encompasses an information-processing approach to health numeracy; it details how numerical information is represented, sought out and attended to, interpreted, evaluated, and acted on. We begin with the theoretical basis for our framework that aims to explain how numeracy influences medical decisions and health behaviors. The framework is summarized at the end of this section.
A critical aspect of our framework is how people with different numeracy skills process and comprehend numerical information to inform interpretations, judgments, decisions, and behaviors. We take a dual-process perspective and consider information to be processed in decisions using two different modes of thinking: a deliberative System 2 mode and an affective and/or intuitive System 1 mode (Sloman, 1996; Stanovich & West, 2002) . The deliberative (System 2) mode is conscious, analytical, reason-based, verbal, and relatively slow. System 1 processing is intuitive, automatic, associative, and fast; it is based on feelings and intuitive representations. System 1 feelings provide meaning and motivation to choice processes (Damasio, 1994; Peters, 2006) . The two systems are not independent of each other; rather, each system informs the other. For example, how we feel about a treatment will influence what we think about it-just as what we think about it influences how we feel about it. However, according to many dual-process theorists, the deliberative, "high-reason" view of decision making is considered the underlying basis for numeracy and our attempts to inform patient decisions.
Researchers believe though that good choices are most likely to emerge when the two modes work in concert and decision makers think and feel their way through decisions (Damasio, 1994) . Decision makers need to consider information carefully, but they also need to be able to understand and be motivated by the meaning that underlies that information. That is, they need to comprehend both the facts and the meaning derived from the factual information (Hibbard & Peters, 2003; Reyna & Brainerd, 1995) . Ultimately, this meaning is what may drive the final decisions (Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor, 2002) . How are these processes of achieving comprehension and meaning accomplished? To begin, we argue that in order for numbers to influence decisions and behaviors, they need to be attended to at some basic level. We believe it may start with a System 1 intuitive process, which in turn influences the extent to which individuals attend to and deliberate about numbers.
Numerical cognition researchers believe that a System 1 process of basic numerical intuitions lays the foundation for uniquely human mathematical reasoning (Wilson, Revkin, Cohen, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2006) . For example, research from animal, infant, child, and adult studies indicates that numerical magnitude is quickly and automatically represented when integers are shown (e.g., is 2 greater than or less than 4?; Reyna & Brainerd, 1994) . The number domain is a prime example where strong evidence points to a biologically determined, domain-specific representation of numbers and elementary arithmetic operations linked to the inferior parietal cortex, specifically the horizontal intraparietal sulcus in both adults and children (Cantlon, Brannon, Carter, & Pelphrey, 2006; Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 2003) . However, these numerical intuitions are limited in their representational power and do not directly support concepts of fractions, probabilities, or even the precise numbers important to many health decisions. Although little research exists, processing these more sophisticated concepts may be based nonetheless in the systems that account for humans' basic "number sense," with brain areas originally developed for other purposes co-opted for nonintuitive, symbolic number processing. The results of early studies suggest that individuals who are more numerate access numerical comparisons more quickly and have less fuzzy (more precise) mental representations of integers and (probabilities) compared to the less numerate (Peters, Slovic, Västfjäll, & Mertz, 2008 ; see also Halberda, Mazzocco, & Feigenson, 2008 , for similar data with children). Results from are consistent with intuitive number representations underlying perceived differences between numbers, the extent to which proportional differences between numerical values (rather than absolute differences) are weighed in decisions, and ultimately the valuation of decision options. Human decision processes involving numbers important to health may be rooted in elementary biological processes shared with other species.
Having less fuzzy representations of numbers that can be accessed more quickly may relate to greater propensities to attend to and ultimately to think harder about numbers. This is most directly tied to the second functional value, information seeking and depth of processing. Evidence exists that the highly numerate may attend more to numbers. For example, in Peters et al. (2006) one group of participants was asked to rate the attractiveness of a simple gamble (7/36, win $9) on a scale ranging from 0 to 20; a second group rated a similar gamble with a small loss (7/36, win $9; 29/36, lose 5¢) on the same scale. The mean response to the first gamble was 9.6. When a loss of 5¢ was added, the mean attractiveness jumped to 11.5 and there was almost no overlap between the distribution of responses around this mean and the responses for the group judging the gamble that had no loss. The effect, however, is driven by those high in numeracy. Specifically, the high numerate (but not the low numerate) found the bet with the small loss more attractive. Peters and colleagues hypothesized that these curious findings were explained by differential attention to number comparisons. Although attention was not directly assessed in this study, the highly numerate may have attended to the comparison of the $9 with the 5¢ loss more than the less numerate and drawn more affective meaning from the comparison.
Perhaps in part because of their greater attention to numbers, highly numerate individuals comprehend numerical information more in decisions and are more likely to manipulate numbers-a System 2 operation-in ways that influence judgments and decisions. That is, the more numerate may have an arsenal of strategies they can use to derive meaning from numerical data that the less numerate lack; this corresponds most directly to the first functional value, computation. For example, the highly numerate appear more likely to apply appropriate numerical principles in decisions, such as transforming one numerical metric into another (e.g., a risk communicated as 10% out of 100 vs. 10 out of 100 makes little difference to the risk perceptions of the highly numerate but is perceived differently by the less numerate with the frequency format conveying greater risk; Peters et al., 2006) .
Numeracy not only influences System 2 number manipulations, but it also influences the interpretation of affective meaning from numbers (the felt goodness or badness of probabilities and comparisons of numbers) such that the highly numerate draw more affective meaning from numbers than the less numerate Peters et al., in press ). Thus, the interpretation and resulting evaluation of the evidence are linked to the third and fifth functions, interpretation of the meaning of provided numbers-in this case, affect derived from numbers-and acceptance of numeral information (e.g., accepts the goodness or badness of the evaluation rendered), respectively. For example, in the jelly bean study reviewed earlier, participants low in numeracy often chose the "more inviting," objectively worse bowl. Compared to the less numerate, highly numerate participants reported clearer negative affect to the lower probability of winning in Bowl A, and this secondary affect appeared to drive their choices. Thus, greater number ability ultimately leads to an affective input from System 2 to System 1. This secondary, or deliberative affect, when present, appears to guide decisions. The less numerate, who do not appear to access this secondary affect, were influenced more by competing, less relevant, affective considerations from the number of winning beans that could be seen. We believe that the less numerate may be influenced more than the highly numerate by other sources of nonnumerical information, often from System 1, such as mood states, stereotypes, trust in physicians, comments from family and friends, and anecdotal information (e.g., celebrity statements or stories related to health events). Peters and colleagues review evidence that information-presentation techniques designed to reduce the cognitive burden of numerical information or to enhance the meaning of numerical information can assist those lower in number ability in using relevant sources of information.
These theoretical and empirical findings suggest a framework of numeracy that entails several components. These components include a numerical stimulus and how the number is represented, attended to, comprehended, and interpreted factually and via affective meaning to determine decisions and behaviors (sixth functional value). Furthermore, the framework should incorporate external and internal sources of information that can influence the above processes and potentially affect decisions and behaviors. Such a framework is presented in Figure 1 . For purposes of discussion, the central elements of our model are given a number within each box to serve as reference points. The letter "N" denoted along solid or dashed lines represents places where individual differences in numeracy are thought to have influence. Solid lines refer to relationships that either have sufficient empirical data to justify a hypothesis or that received strong consensus between the two authors of a potential strong link; dashed lines represent relationships that have insufficient empirical data to justify any strong hypotheses-although more research is merited even with those associations with solid lines. The overall description of the model is presented below.
The model begins with a numerical stimulus being presented (e.g., hearing numbers; written text displaying numerical symbols and/or mathematical operations, imagery of numbers; Box 1). Numeracy is thought to influence how the numerical stimulus is represented at a perceptual level (e.g., the perceived magnitude; Box 2). This has two immediate consequences. First, numeracy is hypothesized to influence the extent to which individuals attend to and consciously deliberate about numbers (Box 3). This effect may be because the highly numerate form intuitive representations of number magnitude that require less effort to process. Second, the representation of the numerical data may itself trigger an automatic interpretation, and with it, some accompanying affective response (e.g., a positive or negative feeling that may be more or less clear) concerning the meaning of the numbers (arrow from Box 2 to Box 4). If the person feels the interpretation is incorrect and/or the affective meaning of the data is unclear, this may cause the person to elaborate further on the information or seek additional information (dotted arrow from Box 4 to Box 3).
The model suggests that other factors may influence the extent to which numbers are attended to or elaborated on; these factors include educational level globally and mathematical training specifically, any instructional set that encourages the person to attend to the information and to process it, motivational state (e.g., a trade-off between the desired degree of accuracy and effort), and the context (e.g., the importance of numbers to solving a problem; whether resulting interpretations and outcomes need to be justified, etc.; arrow from Box 5 to Box 3). Furthermore, educational level globally and mathematical training specifically are hypothesized to aid comprehension and interpretation of numerical data directly (Box 5 to Box 4) in some cases, eliminating the need for the person to seek out new numerical information (Box 4 to Box 3).
Assuming the numerical information is attended to at some level, the next phase concerns the comprehension and interpretation of numerical information (Box 4)-being sensitive that whatever assessments are used to measure these aspects are reliable and valid across numeracy skills (the fourth function). We believe this occurs at two levels. First, does the person comprehend the factual information? For example, the person realizes one number is 10 units bigger than another, or he or she recognizes that the number represents a summary score of medical benefit or risk. Second, the positive or negative affective meaning of the numerical information is thought to be extracted and experienced as a feeling state that may be strong or weak, clear or fuzzy. Other gistbased meanings may also occur, such as interpreting the numbers to be irrelevant or to represent a large difference (Reyna & Brainerd, 1991) . As mentioned earlier, some of this second level of meaning may occur without conscious attention to the numbers through an intuitive sense of number (the arrow from Box 2 to Box 4).
Comprehension and interpretation are influenced by several sources. We have discussed briefly how the numerical representation and attention to the number can influence comprehension and interpretation. We acknowledge that processes such as education in Box 5 can also have an influence. In addition, we hypothesize that numeracy affects the use of strategies such as number manipulations and the reliance on other nonnumerical sources of information that influence comprehension and interpretation (Box 6)-these strategies and external sources may or may not lead to a more accurate comprehension of the facts (Box 6 to Box 4). Some of these strategies, as discussed earlier, are manipulations of the numbers to other equivalent formats that are more easily processed and meaningful or that simply provide a richer array of information. Another example might be the comparison of specific numbers with others that are recalled (e.g., comparing a person's tailored risk number with the commonly mentioned statistic of 1 in 9 women get breast cancer).
Other nonnumerical external sources of information that can also affect comprehension and interpretation include prior experiences with the phenomenon in question, situational factors (e.g., time pressure, current emotional states, provided information frames), trust in others and in the health system, and the social and/or cultural environment (e.g., stereotypes, schemas, information salience from the media, interpersonal interactions, social norms). In particular, the social and/or cultural environment can play a significant role not only in the access to, transmission of, reliance on, and interpretation and usage of health numerical information; but it can also provide the impetus for changes in societal and institutional (e.g., educational, health care) infrastructures and policies that enhance (health) numeracy (Nutbeam, 2000) .
It is plausible that external sources of information may affect decisions and behaviors beyond the comprehension and interpretation of the information (dotted line from Box 6 to decisions and behaviors) through such mechanisms as social pressures and norms, modeling of decisions and behavior, removing barriers to change, and so forth. We hypothesize that decisions and behaviors of the less numerate may be more influenced by these nonnumerical sources of information. We suspect that even among the more numerate, when comprehension and interpretation is deemed poor, they too may resort to and place more weight on these nonnumerical sources. However, unlike the less numerate, we hypothesize that the more numerate would first attempt to clarify the meaning and application of these numbers, perhaps by seeking out new information (Box 4 to Box 3), before relying more exclusively on these nonnumerical sources of information (e.g., family, friends, physicians, Web).
CONTEXTUALIZING THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK WITHIN THE EVOLVING CONCEPT OF HEALTH LITERACY
As part of the evolving concept of health literacy, of which numeracy is a component, Nutbeam specifies that health literacy has two distinct concepts-one as a clinical "risk" and the other as a personal "asset" (Nutbeam, 2008) . The former view argues that low health literacy, and by extension, low numeracy, is a risk factor for the ability to understand medical and health information and to engage in appropriate self-management of health and disease (e.g., poor compliance with medication). From this perspective, the public and patients are to be screened for literacy skills and health service organizations are to become more sensitized to the detriments of low literacy; improved screening and greater sensitivity should result in enhanced access to health care, tailoring of information to the patient's needs and skill levels, and overall improvement in dialogue between health care providers and their patients. Ultimately, this is expected to lead to improved clinical outcomes. Conversely, health literacy as a personal asset is seen as "a means to enabling individuals to exert greater control over their health and the range of personal, social, and environmental determinants of health" (Nutbeam, 2008 (Nutbeam, , p. 2074 . From this perspective, the key to empowerment is to develop age-and context-specific knowledge that increases patients' confidence (i.e., self-efficacy) to apply their knowledge and skills to achieve control over their health decisions and health outcomes.
Whether numeracy is viewed as a risk or an asset, it remains a key underlying basis of both conceptualizations. Our framework provides insights into the complex processes that interact to affect outcomes pertinent to both views, such as how numerical information is perceived, evaluated, integrated, and used. Thus, our framework highlights domains of intervention (e.g., formats of presentation, education, etc.) and assessment relevant to both conceptualizations.
PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In this section we discuss a few practical implications of the framework. First and foremost, the framework suggests that individuals involved in public health and the health care system should be made aware of the various ways health numeracy can affect multiple processes and outcomes (i.e., through its functions). This is akin to acknowledging the various dimensions put forth of health literacy. Most of the attention on health numeracy has focused on computational abilities and their effects on decisions, interpretation, and behaviors. Furthermore, by focusing on functions, our framework makes the important distinction between skills (e.g., computation, interpretation) and processes (e.g., information seeking). As such, health numeracy can be envisioned as more than a set of skills and communicative abilities.
The framework highlights the importance of the numerical representation on downstream processes. Practically, should information be presented as frequencies, counts, and percentages (i.e., numerical formats)? Are the data to be presented in tables or graphs (i.e., adjuncts to the expression of numerical formats)? How should we frame the information (e.g., 10% chance of survival vs. 90% chance of death)? Those charged with conveying numerical information to patients and the public should consider what specific mathematical operations (addition, subtraction, comparisons, multiplication) the target audience must perform given how the information is presented. Although some suggested communication formats apply to expressions of risk magnitudes (Lipkus, 2007) , the efficacy of the format will vary based on these operations. As yet, no single format is superior in all situations involving common mathematical operations (Cuite, Weinstein, Emmons, & Colditz, 2008) . Significantly, our framework suggests that selecting an "optimal" numerical format is necessary but not sufficient. An infrastructure has to exist to help individuals obtain the needed skills, have access to additional information that could buttress and clarify the numerical health data, and answer relevant questions. A failure to address these issues may cause individuals to ignore the data and, perhaps worse, to use the data erroneously to make critical medical decisions.
A key aspect of our framework is on comprehension and evaluation and how they affect the quality of decisions and subsequent behaviors. In addition to what has been mentioned, we believe comprehension is facilitated by attending to such factors as: (a) the amount of data (fewer vs. more), (b) the ease of evaluating the most critical information (e.g., attaching evaluative labels, use of symbols and/or icons), and (c) the amount of cognitive effort involved (e.g., ordering of the information). For example, in the hypothetical cases of choosing the best hospitals or insurance plans, research has demonstrated that the less numerate are more likely to have improved comprehension and to make better quality decisions when the format of presentation makes the most important information easier to evaluate and when it reduces the amount of cognitive effort involved (Peters, Dieckmann, Dixon, Hibbard, & Mertz, 2007; Peters et al., in press) . Making the most critical data easier to evaluate also may motivate the less numerate to use the information .
As a caveat to the issue of comprehension and interpretation, there is a prevailing notion that simplification of information is the ideal to strive for. The often overlooked complexity is that what may be simple for one person may be very difficult for others. For example, if a highly health numerate individual views information as too simple, she or he may believe the issue has been oversimplified and may seek additional information elsewhere-with or without possible positive or negative consequences. Furthermore, data that are perceived as too simplistic may not be processed in depth so that simple information may paradoxically have a negative impact on the highly numerate and a positive impact on the less numerate. Thus, although we should strive for common messages that work across the health numeracy spectrum, this notion is theoretically appealing yet practically very difficult to achieve.
As a final practical consideration, our framework acknowledges the need to be attentive to processes people use to form conclusions and what these conclusions are. At a minimum, more efforts should be put forth explaining to the public and patients the reliability and validity of numerical health data and, if need be, the processes used to obtain them. It is still an area of controversy whether and how individuals should be informed of the degree of uncertainty in numerical estimates (Politi, Han, & Col, 2007) . Even if the public and patients come to accept the information and conclusions reached, it should not be assumed the data will inevitably influence behaviors or decisions. Someone can be very health numerate on an issue and yet not engage in the recommended behavior or make choices that maximize positive outcomes. This can be because of several reasons, such as barriers to action, social and normative influences, low perceived importance of the behavior, and so forth. Public health officials and medical personnel should ask their audience about such barriers and influences. Finally, an improved understanding of how numbers are translated into meaningful information should shed light on why and how certain conclusions are reached.
AREAS OF FUTURE RESEARCH
Research on the implications of numeracy for risk communication, medical decision making, and ultimately, behaviors is still in its infancy. Below we suggest areas of research that could potentially advance our understanding of these processes and embellish our framework.
Functions of Numeracy
By far the majority of research to date has examined how numeracy affects the understanding and application of quantitative information, especially to estimates of disease risks. Little to nothing is known, however, about how our intuitive processing of numbers relates to the valuation of health options (see Box 2 of Figure 1) . Whereas numeracy is expected to relate to a linear use of numerical information, the related (but conceptually distinct) intuitive number sense is expected to relate to the use of proportional differences between numerical attributes rather than absolute differences (e.g., the same absolute difference in risk such as 5% will be perceived much differently if it is a 10% vs. 5% risk-twice the risk-than if it is a 55% vs. 50% risk; . More research is needed to assess the effects of numeracy on the other functions proposed here such as information seeking, acceptance, and health behavior change.
Communication Format
There is limited research concerning how formats of conveying quantitative information interact with numeracy to affect the functions described. Are there some numerical formats that are better than others and if so, under what conditions do they hold (e.g., familiarity with format, time pressure, joint vs. single decisions, etc.)? Should quantitative information be conveyed in more than one format, such as verbal plus numerical or numerical plus graphical, or might "less be more" here as well, such that provision of multiple formats paradoxically leads to less comprehension? Should the communication format vary as a function of the characteristics of the target population, such as age and educational level? Furthermore, we need to understand the most effective channels for delivery of quantitative health information. Face-to-face encounters and interactive technologies may be advantageous to less numerate populations. Such encounters provide the opportunity to assess understanding and application, provide corrective feedback, and modify the presentational format. With respect to the latter, it would be intriguing to learn how medical professionals change their communication patterns, if at all, once they learn of patients' levels of numeracy. Will they avoid the use of numbers or spend more time explaining what the numbers mean? An existing challenge for clinical practice is learning how clinicians should and do tailor their communications to patients' numeracy skills (Hamm, Bard, Hsieh, & Stein, 2007; Marcus, 2006) 
Target of Interventions
Interventions to assist comprehension and understanding among less numerate populations currently involve the amount, interpretation, and representation of quantitative information. Interventions can also educate and improve numeracy skills as well as increase motivation to process quantitative data. It would be worthwhile to determine the variance explained by communication format, skills, and motivation level in determining various outcomes (e.g., comprehension; Hibbard et al., 2007) . Similarly, which approach or combination of approaches yields the greatest benefit across situations? How are these components interrelated? For example, as mentioned earlier, does simplifying the presentation format affect motivation to process and use the information provided?
Mechanisms of Influence
With few exceptions, we know very little about how numeracy exerts its influence on the understanding and application of quantitative information. As we discussed earlier, are the mediating effects because of assigning emotional meaning to the data? Do individuals with varying levels of numeracy process and represent quantitative information differently? Do they change from one metric to another or differentially weigh the importance attached to numbers versus other information (e.g., anecdotal data from one's own experiences or from those of friends or family). Understanding such mechanisms should lead to more effective methods of communicating quantitative information.
Related to the above and assuming well-validated numeracy scales, it would be intriguing to conduct neuroimaging research, such as the use of functional MRI. How does neurocognitive processing of numerical information vary as a function of different responses to these scales? Such psychophysiological research may provide insights from biology that can inform communication and decision-making process as a function of numeracy.
Moderators of Numeracy
The effects of numeracy on processes such as information seeking, computation, interpretation, and so forth, are likely to vary based on situational determinants. We have yet to understand what these moderating variables are and how they interact with numeracy. We suggest that situational factors such as time pressure, high levels of stress, and need to justify an outcome using numerical data may either increase or decrease the influences of numeracy. For example, under time pressure, affective meaning attached to the data through prior experiences may play a very critical role in formulating an assessment, decision, or action plan . If so, it is possible that a person's level of numeracy will play a less influential role in determining the outcome. High stress levels may interact with numeracy similarly.
In addition, the effects of numeracy may vary as a function of the task. Simple tasks may not vary much by numeracy. For example, in risk communication, a person may need to judge the magnitude of risk between two or more events (i.e., which event has a greater chance of happening?). Particularly when such situations are so important that patients take the time to deliberate carefully, numeracy may matter little. However, in tasks that are more complex, such as solving Bayesian calculations, numeracy may play a much greater role in what information is processed and how it is used in health decisions. Understanding these and other situational determinants, including the type of tasks involved, can help address the contexts in which numeracy exerts the most and least influence.
CONCLUDING STATEMENTS
There is every reason to suspect that with advances in evidence-based medicine, the use of quantitative information in public health and health care will, if anything, proliferate (Nelson et al., 2008) . As such, understanding how health numeracy affects the various functions described in this article will become even more critical. Although the tone of this review has been that individual differences in health numeracy exist and are related to several outcomes and processes, we should not conclude that problems with health numeracy reside within the individual; rather, the main challenge for public health and health care is to educate the individual as well as to create methods of communicating quantitative information that are understood, accepted, and used by the public to encourage adaptive health behaviors and decisions. We hope that our theoretical framework guided by the functions of numeracy and the future areas of research suggested herein spur efforts to achieve these ends.
